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Goals:  
 • Display a message on the LCD Display and put the micro in 

LPM (Low Power Mode) after 10 seconds using a Timer 
Interrupt. 

• Have the micro wakeup with an extreme value from the 
accelerometer in any axis. Use the ADC (Analog to Digital 
Conversion) Interrupt. 

• Use the on-board LEDs to indicate the state of the micro; red 
for sleep, green for wake. 

• Have the micro display a different message upon wake. 
  

Bonus:  

 Have the micro wakeup with a jolt from the accelerometer. That is, 
instead of merely tilting the accelerometer to gain an extreme value, 
program a way to detect a shake. +20 

  

Pre Lab 
Questions: 

 
• What are the base and extreme values of each axis?  
• Give answers in integer and volts. 
• What Low Power Mode is best; why? 



Analog to Digital Conversion 

Lab Guide 
 

 

MMA7361 Accelerometer 

The MMA7361 Accelerometer is a simple 3-Axis accelerometer that can measure 
G-Forces in 3 dimensions. Each axis will output a base value voltage, with the Z-
axis normal to the X and Y-axis.  The axes orientations are denoted on the device, 
see below: 

 

In order to get the base value for the Z-axis, the accelerometer must be tilted on 
its side. It is recommended that you measure your values on a steady surface. 
Also, connect your pins using female-to-female jumper wired to make the 
accelerometer easier to handle. See the pin connections chart below: 

MICRO ACCELEROMETER 
(No Connection) 5V 

VCC 3V3 
GND GND 
GND GS(EL) 
GND ST 
P1.1 X 
P1.2 Y 
P1.3 Z 
VCC SL(P) 

(No Connection) 0G 

Axes Indicator 



The ADC featured in the MSP430G2553 is an ADC10. This means it has a 10 bit 
resolution or 210

 steps of measurement. The ADC will store an integer between 
and including 0 and 1023. Using a simple rearranged voltage divider formula, we 
can then get a voltage reading: 

𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ⋅ �
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

1023 � 

Where ADCREAD is the stored measured integer reading from the ADC. 

 

Below are the suggested settings for the ADC: 

ADC10CTL0: 

• VCC – VSS 
• 4 x ADC10CLKS 
• 200ksps 
• No Output Reference 
• ADC10 On 
• Enable Interrupts 
• Disable Conversion 
• No Conversion Start 

ADC10CTL1: 

• ADC10SC For Sample-And-Hold 
• Straight Binary Format 
• No Inversion 
• /1 
• ADC10OSC Clock Source 
• Single-Channel-Single-Conversion 
• No Active Operation 

 

 

 



Notes: 

• Every accelerometer is slightly different. Everyone will have different base values but 
will generally be between 0 and 1023. 

• The accelerometer will only measure positive G-Forces, unless you do some math with 
your software.  

• You may use external 1k or the internal Pulldown resistors to stabilize the axes readings. 
• Your micro should be set to measure samples of the ADC with a reference voltage of 3V. 
• The routine doesn’t have to be perpetual; sleep once, wake once is fine for checkout.  
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 Lab Hints 

 

Although you can accomplish this without the ADC interrupt, we want to save 
power by disabling everything we don’t need while sleeping, including the Timer. 
The ADC has its own clock (you must configure this), so you can safely disable the 
Timer. See the Interrupts Guide for help on doing so.  

You must choose a channel to configure the ADC to read from by configuring the 
ADC10CTL1 register. Using the supplied ADC library, you will notice the function 
adc_measurement that takes an integer channel argument. You will also notice (if 
you read the manual) that ADC10CTL1 must take an input channel, INCHx, in the 
upper 4 bits, 15-12. Obviously you must roll the variable an x amount of times 
since channel will store the integer you pass (0 - 7) in the lower 4 bits, 3-0. 

BITMAP 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 

INCH_x     
 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
    channel 

 

If you decide, you may choose to use global variables in your C program. The 
variables must be global or you will not be able to access them from any of the 
ISRs. Below is the basic setup. You may use it as the basis for your code, just fill in 
the blanks:  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Main Program: 

#include <msp430g2553.h> 
 
unsigned int measure = 0, tic = 0, sec = 0, sleep = 0; //Example of Global variables. 
 
int main (void) 
{ 
 //Setup 
 WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD;//Stop Watchdog Timer 
 
 //Setup LEDs 
 P1DIR |=  BIT0 + BIT6; 
 P1OUT |=  BIT6; 
 P1OUT &= ~BIT0; 
  
 //Setup ADC 

/*Configure and the ADC. You can write straight to the ADC registers. 
        Hint: ADC10CTL0, ADC10CTL1, ADC10AE. 
 
 ADC10CTL0 =    

ADC10CTL1 = 
ADC10AE0  =       

 
 //Setup Timer A0 
 TA0CTL  =    //Setup Timer/Start Timer 
 TA0CCTL0 =  //Enable interrupt on TA0.0 
 TA0CCR0 =  //Period of 50ms or whatever interval you like. 
 
 _enable_interrupts(); //Enable General Interrupts. Best to do this last. 
 
 while (1){} //Empty infinite while loop. 
}  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Interrupt Service Rountine(s): 

// Timer 0 A0 Interrupt Service Routine 
#pragma vector = TIMER0_A0_VECTOR 
__interrupt void Timer0_A0_ISR( void ) 
{ 
  /* Will jump in here when TA0R reaches the value stored in TA0CCR0 during setup. 
     Count the number of tics to equal a second, then increment seconds. 
     Count ten seconds then enter Low Power Mode, turn off the Green LED 
     and turn on the RED LED. Turn off the Timer. 
      
     If you came back in here after measuring, start another sample and  
     conversion again by writing to ADC10CTL0. Make sure you choose a small 
     time interval to return here and re-enable a sample and conversion start.   
  */ 
} 
 
 
// ADC10 Interrupt Service Routine 
#pragma vector = ADC10_VECTOR 
__interrupt void ADC10_ISR( void ) 
{ 
  /* Will jump in here every time ADC10MEM is filled with a new value. 
     Store the value in ADC10MEM into a variable and determine a threshold 
     in which to wake the micro. 
     If the threshold is not met, start the Timer Again. 
  */ 
} 



Analog to Digital Conversion 

 Post Lab 

 

Lab Notebook Questions: 

Answer the following questions in your lab notebook: 

• What is the most common application for the ADC? What other uses can 
you think of for the ADC? 

• What are some real world applications for the accelerometer? Explain how 
you would use the data from the accelerometer for these applications? 

• What are some limitations of the ADC and accelerometer?  
• What is the minimum voltage/step (minimum resolution) we can measure 

with the ADC on the MSP430G2553?
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 Frequently Asked Questions 

 

No matter which way I shake the accelerometer, I always get a 
positive/increasing value, why? 

 The accelerometer measures G-Forces lateral/parallel to the given axis. This 
means swinging to the left or right, for the X-axis, for instance, will always result 
in a positive/increasing value since you are “adding” G-Force in both cases. The 
only way you will get a negative/decreasing G-Force reading is if an opposing G-
Force is applied in the opposite direction of G-Force you are applying, causing a 
negative net force. For example, Gravity or you could shake it back and forth 
really fast (this would be hard to detect though). 

 

But then that means I can’t tell direction or motion or speed, right? 

 Right. Despite the misleading name, you can only accurately determine that 
motion was taking place or the orientation of the device, as well as G-Force 
applied (voltage measured is a ratio of G-Force applied). You could possibly orient 
the accelerometer at an angle and try and do some angle math to determine 
direction of travel. You can also use calculus to determine speed and acceleration. 
Both of these, however, are more trouble than they’re worth. 

 

But how can I measure direction, motion or speed then? 

 Look into using a IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit). It is an accelerometer 
and gyroscope in one unit. It measures G-Forces as well as angular rate. This 
information allows you to determine velocity and distance travelled.   
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